Swedish Trends in Criminal Assaults against Minors since Banning Spanking, 1981-2010
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Abstract: This study uses Swedish trends in alleged criminal assaults against minors to investigate whether societal violence has decreased since their spanking ban in 1979. The rates of all assaults increased dramatically. Compared to 1981, criminal statistics in 2010 included about 22 times as many cases of physical child abuse, 24 times as many assaults by minors against minors, and 73 times as many rapes of minors under the age of 15. Although the first cohort born after the spanking ban showed a smaller percentage increase in perpetrating assaults against minors than other age cohorts, those born since the spanking ban had almost a 12-fold increase in perpetrations altogether, compared to a 7-fold increase for older age cohorts. Although some increases might reflect changes in reporting practices, their magnitude and consistency suggest that part of these increases are real. Recent increases may be due to expanding proscriptions against nonphysical disciplinary consequences. Future research needs to identify effective alternative disciplinary consequences to replace spanking. Otherwise, proscriptions against an expanding range of disciplinary consequences may undermine the kind of appropriate parental authority that can facilitate the development of impulse control in oppositional children and appropriate respect for others, especially the physically vulnerable.
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INTRODUCTION

The Western world has experienced a long-term secular trend away from authoritarian parenting toward permissive parenting during the past 70 years (Forehand and McKinney 1993). Corporal punishment by parents has been banned in 33 countries, starting with Sweden in 1979 (Center for Effective Discipline 2012). Nonphysical disciplinary consequences are also falling into disfavor, sometimes explicitly as in New Zealand's ban of all use of disciplinary force (making it a crime to take a toddler to time-out against his will, at least technically: Bradford 2007), and sometimes implicitly with expanding proscriptions against all negative disciplinary consequences, such as grounding and privilege removal (Janson 2001; Patterson and Fisher 2002). If too many traditional disciplinary consequences fall into disfavor, it could undermine the type of firm control that is optimal when combined with nurturance in authoritative parenting (Baumrind, Larzelere, and Owens 2010; Larzelere, Morris, and Harrist 2013; Steinberg 2001). Some spanking-ban proponents suggest that spanking can be replaced with positive discipline only (e.g., Durrant 2011; Durrant 2007), whereas clinical cases indicate that some spanking bans have undermined the use of effective disciplinary consequences, such as time out (Patterson and Fisher 2002:74). Sweden was the first country to ban spanking as part of its permissive approach to parental discipline (Haeuser 1988), and support for other disciplinary consequences, such as withholding privileges, continues to erode in that country (Janson 2001). Sweden also maintains excellent criminal records which this study uses to test whether criminal assaults against minors have decreased since they banned spanking, as predicted by Straus (2001:212-215), or whether they have increased since then.

The few evaluations of spanking bans to date have been contradictory. In 1999, for example, Larzelere and Johnson (1999) and Durrant (1999) published very different evaluations of the effects of the Swedish spanking ban even though they relied mostly on the same data source. Their debate focused on how to interpret statistics about child abuse and other criminal assaults and has continued in unpublished papers (Durrant 2000, March 15; Durrant 2005; Larzelere 2000, March 19; Larzelere 2004; Larzelere 2005). Durrant concluded that physical abuse was almost non-existent in Sweden and that children raised since the spanking ban were less violent than previous generations. In contrast, Larzelere and Johnson (1999) found no evidence that child abuse had declined after Sweden’s spanking ban and reported some evidence that it had increased almost six-fold, based on the same data source used by Durrant (1999) for other assault statistics (Wittrock 1995). A study by two Swedish psychiatrists corroborated a four-fold increase...
in physical child abuse against Swedish children under the age of 15 from 1986 to 1995 (Lindell and Svedin 2001). Durrant (1999) and Larzelere and Johnson (1999) agreed that Swedish deaths due to child abuse were so low before their spanking ban that a further decrease was impossible.

Durrant's (1999) evidence that children who grew up after the spanking ban were less violent than older age cohorts was questioned by Larzelere (2004), who showed that her least-violent group consisted of those who were 10 to 14 years old when the ban was passed in 1979 (see Table 1). Percentagewise, that age cohort increased their violence against minors less than any other age cohort, but younger cohorts had the largest percentage increases in assaults against minors through 1994, especially those born after the spanking ban. For example, assaults by minors against minors had increased six-fold from 1981 through 1994 (see Figure 1).

Durrant (2005) argued that these apparent increases in assaults by minors against minors and in physical abuse of young children reflected the fact that more minor offenses were being reported as Sweden became less tolerant of all violence, a widely acknowledged possibility (Larzelere and Johnson 1999; Lindell and Svedin 2001; Nilsson, Horgby, and Borres 2001; Wittrock 1995). Nonetheless, countries considering similar bans need to know whether a substantial portion of these increases were real in the mid-1990s. At least two studies were initiated then because of societal concerns about increasing youth violence. The rationale for one study was that "There is also much evidence that our [Swedish] society has a growing propensity for violence" (Statistics Sweden 1996:5). Another study’s rationale began,

---

**Table 1: Alleged Criminal Assaults Against 7- to 14-Year-Olds in Sweden by Age of Perpetrator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of Suspect</th>
<th>Number of Suspects</th>
<th>Birth Year</th>
<th>Number of Suspects</th>
<th>Birth Year</th>
<th>Percent Increase since 1984</th>
<th>Number of Suspects</th>
<th>Birth Year</th>
<th>Percent Increase since 1984</th>
<th>Percent Increase since 1994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1970+</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>1980+</td>
<td>519%</td>
<td>2194</td>
<td>1996+</td>
<td>1791%</td>
<td>206%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1945-54</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1955-64</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1971-80</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1935-44</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1945-54</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>1961-70</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>&lt; 1935</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>&lt; 1945</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>&lt; 1961</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Age cohorts born after the 1979 spanking ban are indicated in **bold**. This table reports percentage increases since 1984 to be consistent with earlier analyses (Durrant 2005; Larzelere 2004; Larzelere 2005; Wittrock 1995).

---

aggravated assaults, but these were found to increase at least as fast as milder allegations from 1984 to 1994 (Larzelere 2004; Larzelere 2005). A Swedish study reported that the percentage of reported child abuse cases that involved "serious physical injuries" fell from 13% to 10% from 1990 to 1997 (Nilsson 2000). Yet its data showed that serious injuries increased 65% during those years, because the total number of reported child abuse cases increased from 330 to 709, resulting in an increase from 43 cases (0.13 X 330 = 43) to 71 cases of serious physical injuries (0.10 X 709 = 71).

As for assaults by minors against minors, Durrant suggested that the large increases in those raised after the 1979 spanking ban were due to police involvement in anti-bullying interventions in schools (Durrant 2005). This possibility was also suggested by von Hofer (von Hofer 1995), but we know of no studies corroborating this explanation. This explanation would be more convincing if the timing of the introduction or expansion of anti-bullying interventions were shown to correspond with a sharp increase in criminal assault statistics. Instead, the trend in juvenile criminal assaults shows a steady accelerating increase in assaults by minors against minors through 1994. At some point, however, anti-bullying efforts should start reducing the number of criminal assaults in schools, which should be reflected in the subsequent trends through 2010 used in this study.

Some Swedish authorities considered it plausible that part of these increases were real in the mid-1990s. At least two studies were initiated then because of societal concerns about increasing youth violence. The rationale for one study was that "There is also much evidence that our [Swedish] society has a growing propensity for violence" (Statistics Sweden 1996:5). Another study’s rationale began,
Since the mid-1980s, the Swedish public has been increasingly concerned about juvenile violence [including] football hooliganism, excessive celebrations on Midsummer eve, acts of violence with racist and xenophobic motives, squatters’ actions, street fights between politically opposed groups, violence at school, and recurrent juvenile tumults at the end of summer vacations, between gangs of Swedish or immigrant background, and skinheads and groups of young female ‘kickers’ . . . In light of this, it seems difficult to deny that the Swedish society in recent years has been hit by a wave of juvenile violence. (von Hofer 1995:1)

Juvenile violence clearly appeared to be increasing during the 1990s according to these Swedish social scientists, warranting these studies to investigate the problem. After looking at various trends, von Hofer said that it was inconclusive whether recent trends in juvenile violence (i.e., 16-20-year-olds) were actually increasing or were merely being enforced more often. His final sentence stated, “No doubt, there is reason to look deeper into the matter” (von Hofer 1995:12). However, his victimization surveys showed that street violence requiring medical care in 16- to 20-year-olds increased by 130% from 1982 to 1993, whereas milder types of street violence reported by victims of those ages decreased by 10% (his Chart 8). He also corroborated the fact that criminal assaults by younger adolescents showed the steepest increase in alleged assaults against minors from 1975 to 1994.

In addition to updated Swedish trends in criminal assaults through 2010, this study uses rape statistics between 1981 and 2010 to test the possibility that increasing trends in criminal assaults are due to anti-bullying interventions or increased reporting of minor assaults. If anti-bullying programs account for the increases in criminal assaults by minors against minors in schools, then the increases in rape statistics should be much less, because rapes rarely occur in schools. In contrast, if the criminal-assault trends are due to an actual increase in societal violence, that increase should be reflected in both private assaults such as rapes and in public assaults in schools.

The fact that Swedish rape statistics distinguish attempted from completed rapes also provides a test for the changing-threshold explanation in the following way: If the increases in reported assaults are occurring only because minor assaults are more likely to be reported to police, then attempted rapes should be increasing more than completed rapes. On the other hand, if the increases are occurring for severe violence, those increases should be shown in completed rapes as well as in attempted rapes.

This study will also test Durrant’s ingenious cohort-comparison hypothesis: If spanking bans reduce
violence in society, it should be reflected in the age distribution of perpetrators of criminal violence. Those raised after the spanking ban should represent a decreasing proportion of perpetrators of violence.

This study therefore tests five trends from Swedish criminal assault statistics from 1981 through 2010 as distinct indicators of the overall hypothesis that spanking bans will eventually reduce criminally violent acts in Sweden. The first two tests are that physical child abuse rates and rates of assaults by minors against minors should both start decreasing, despite their initial increases reported previously. Third, the decrease in criminal assaults should be more pronounced in perpetrators born after the spanking ban than in older age cohorts who grew up before the ban. Fourth, rape statistics should not increase as much as other assaults, because they would not be inflated by anti-bullying interventions in schools. Fifth, rape attempts should be increasing more than completed rapes if increases in assaults are due to increasingly minor assaults being reported to police.

If criminal assaults are decreasing or can be explained by changes in reporting, this would support the view that other countries should emulate Swedish examples in parenting policies and recommendations. If, on the other hand, criminal assaults are increasing in ways not accountable by reporting artifacts, then it would suggest that spanking bans need to be reconsidered or to be implemented in more effective ways that do not undermine appropriate parental authority.

METHODS

We obtained criminal assault data from the Official Swedish Crime Statistics published by their National Council for Crime Prevention (2011). These data have been used previously in Swedish reports to summarize trends in assaults against children (Wittrock 1995) and were used previously by both Durrant (1999) and Larzelere and Johnson (1999). The child abuse data are alleged criminal assaults against children under 7 years old committed indoors by someone known to the child. The data on alleged criminal assaults against minors are based on victims between ages 7 and 14. Annual tables categorize these assaults by age of the alleged perpetrator. Alleged rape statistics are divided into attempted and completed rapes and into victims who were under 15 years or older than that.

The shortcomings of official crime statistics are well known. Criminologists have written at length about the “dark side” of crime that are not reported to police, which is especially problematic for rape statistics. That said, official crime statistics remain the most widely accepted objective measure of crime and thus served as the data to test this study’s hypotheses.

RESULTS

The results of the first two specific hypotheses are shown in Figure 1, which presents the total number of alleged cases of physical child abuse and of assaults by minors against minors from 1981 through 2010. According to the first of these criminal statistics, physical child abuse continued to increase since 1994 albeit at a slower rate from 1994 through 2005. The number of child abuse allegations then increased more steeply from 2005-2010. The number of alleged cases in 2010 was 21.8 times more than in 1981 (2157 compared to 99).

Second, criminal assaults by minors against 7- to 14-year-olds also continued to increase, until such allegations in 2010 occurred 23.6 times more often than in 1981 (2194 vs. 93 assaults). The temporary decrease from 2000 to 2003 was apparently due to many assaults being categorized in two “Other” categories rather than in the “minor-aged perpetrator” category during those years (A. Lennero, personal communication, May 6, 2009). Accordingly, Figure 1 shows that the decreased rates from 2000 to 2003 were balanced by increased rates in “Other” cases.

Third, children who were born during the first decade after 1979 constituted a smaller percentage increase in perpetrating criminal assaults against minors than any other age cohort of perpetrators, partially supporting Durrant’s age-distribution hypothesis (see Table 1). By 2010, they were 20 to 29 years old, an age group that had a 332% increase in perpetration rates since 1984, the starting year in previous analyses of these trends (Durrant 1999; Larzelere and Johnson 1999; Wittrock 1995). Although this increase was more than 4-fold, it was a slower rate of increase than any other age cohort. On the other hand, criminal assaults by minors against minors occurred almost 19 times as often in 2010 as in 1984 (a 1791% increase), and perpetration rates by older teenagers (15 to 19 years old) increased more than 6-fold during that period (a 533% increase). Combining all cohorts, those born since the spanking ban increased their perpetration rates faster than older cohorts. Those born in 1981 or later increased their perpetrated assaults by 1083%, almost a 12-fold
increase (100% + 1083% increase = 1183% of the original). By comparison, those born before the spanking ban increased their perpetrated assaults “only” 648%, more than a 7-fold increase (100% + 648% = 748%). Thus those born after the spanking ban increased their portion of the age distribution of assault perpetrators by almost twice as much as those born after the spanking ban.

Fourth, rapes of children under the age of 15 occurred over 73 times as often in 2010 as in 1981 (1762 rapes compared to 24). To compare with previously reported time periods, rapes against minors increased more than six-fold from 1984 through 1994 (40 to 264), a rate of increase about the same as the increase in assaults by minors against minors (Table 1). Since 1994, rapes of minors increased 567% through 2010, more than double the percentage increase in general assaults by minors against minors during that period.

Finally, completed rapes of minors increased far more than attempted rapes. Whereas rapes of children under the age of 15 increased 73 times from 1981 to 2010, attempted rapes of minors increased less than 3-fold, from 24 to 68 attempted rapes. Rapes of adults older than 14 also increased much more than rape attempts, an increase over 8 times for rapes (451 to 3721) compared to a 12% increase in reported attempts (366 to 413).

**DISCUSSION**

Together, these five trends in Swedish criminal assaults against minors suggest that the way the first spanking ban has been implemented in that country may have increased criminal assaults in that country, in contrast to its intended effect of decreasing violence. The one exception was that those born in the first decade after Sweden’s spanking ban increased their rate of perpetrating assaults against minors at a slower rate than other age cohorts, now that they were in their twenties. Whereas they had exhibited a 6-fold increase in assaults against minors from 1984 to 1994 (the 519% increase for those under 15 in Table 1), they exhibited a 4-fold increase through 2010, comparing 20- to 29-year-old perpetrators in 1984 to 20- to 29-year-olds in 2010. Although this was still a substantial increase, it was a smaller percentage increase than for any other age cohort. However, the combination of all age cohorts born after the spanking ban was increasing its rate of perpetrating violence against minors almost twice as much as older age cohorts.

All the other results indicated that assaults against minors continued their substantial increases in Sweden.
in an overall pattern that is difficult to explain by reporting artifacts alone. The number of assaults by minors against minors continued increasing into the 21st century, now being reported more than 23 times as often in 2010 as in 1981. If the increase were due to anti-bullying efforts, the trend should have reached a plateau or started to decrease. The fact that completed rapes of minors have increased as much or more is further evidence against accounting for these increases by anti-bullying programs alone, which would primarily inflate reports of public assaults in schools.

As stated earlier, a major motivation for spanking bans was to reduce physical child abuse. Therefore, the large 22-fold increase in the number of physical child abuse allegations should be a concern for all interested in reducing child abuse. We know of only one study that has found reduced rates of severe physical violence following a spanking ban, which occurred in Germany at a time when fewer than 30% of parents were aware that spanking had been banned (Bussmann 2004).

Although a portion of these increases could reflect changes in reporting (Durrant 1999; Larzelere and Johnson 1999; Wittrock 1995), we know of no convincing evidence that the entire increase is due to reporting increasingly mild assaults. The large increase in completed rapes against the most vulnerable victims is further evidence that the increase in societal violence in Sweden is real, accounting at least for part of that 73-fold increase. The fact that reported rapes increased far more than rape attempts is evidence that these increases in assaults cannot be explained only by an increase in reporting minor offences.

Despite the best of intentions, proscriptions against negative disciplinary consequences may inadvertently undermine appropriate parental discipline. If so, a small, but increasing percentage of boys may grow up with a dangerous combination of disrespect for their mothers and a lack of impulse control. Without appropriate parental discipline, such boys learn to get whatever they want when they want it regardless of their mothers' disapproval (Patterson and Fisher 2002). For some boys, this disregard for others' disapproval may generalize to other females, who are then at risk of becoming their rape victims. We are not claiming that this is the only possible explanation of the increase in rapes of minors, but it is a plausible explanation for part of the increase. It seems unlikely that Swedish children were 73 times more likely to press charges after completed rapes in 2010 than in 1981. For this explanation to account for the entire trend, the increase in probability of reporting rapes would have to be greater for completed rapes than for attempted rapes and for younger victims than for victims over 14 years of age. It seems difficult to believe that increased probabilities of pressing charges could account for this large of an increase in reported rapes of minors.

The spanking ban itself could only plausibly influence the increases in these three criminal assault statistics through the mid-1990s. The continued increase in these assaults since then would have to be explained by more recent changes. One possibility is that the long-term trend away from authoritarian parenting is continuing, eroding support for appropriate types of negative disciplinary consequences. Alternatives such as grounding and removing allowances have fallen into disfavor in Sweden (Janson 2001). Only 31% of 10-12-year-olds in Sweden thought parents had the right to ground them in 2000, a drop from 43% of 13- to 15-year-olds in 1994-95. The perceived right for parents to threaten to forbid something decreased from almost 39% to under 4% in the same study (Janson 2001:58). Clinical cases have indicated that children's antisocial behavior in neighboring Norway is now more associated with an extreme form of permissive parenting than with authoritarian parenting, according to professionals personally opposed to spanking (Patterson and Fisher 2002). This erosion of support for nonphysical disciplinary consequences may account partly for the increases in all three types of criminal assaults in Sweden from 1994 to 2010.

Of course, any causal conclusions must be made tentatively. Other factors were undoubtedly responsible for part of these increases, such as the increased availability of violent films and video games in Scandinavia. Nonetheless, rigorous evaluations of spanking bans are sorely needed, as we concluded 14 years ago (Larzelere and Johnson 1999). Before emulating Sweden's parenting policies, other countries need a convincing explanation of their increases in criminal assaults against minors, so that they can try to avoid such increased violence themselves.

CONCLUSIONS

Spanking bans continue to be adopted despite the lack of objective evidence of their success. Their success may depend upon parents learning effective alternatives to use in disciplinary situations in which spanking had been an option traditionally. Neither
supporters (Gershoff, Grogan-Kaylor, Lansford, Chang, Zelli, Deater-Deckard, and Dodge 2010; Van Leeuwen, Fauchier, and Straus 2012) nor critics of spanking bans (Larzelere, Cox, and Smith 2010; Larzelere and Kuhn 2005) have been able to identify alternative disciplinary tactics that are effective in reducing child behavior problems in naturally occurring data. Indeed, a brief and forceful room isolation is the only enforcement for time out that has proven to be as effective as the traditional spank enforcement for clinically defiant 2- to 6-year-olds in direct comparisons (Larzelere and Kuhn 2005; Roberts and Powers 1990). It is therefore the preferred enforcement for time out in two of the best-supported parent training programs for young children (McNeil and Hembree-Kigin 2010; Webster-Stratton 1992). Yet it is prohibited explicitly in New Zealand (Bradford 2007) and implicitly in Sweden and Norway (Patterson and Fisher 2002).

Opposition to effective alternatives to replace spanking, such as time out and its enforcements, may have undermined appropriate parental discipline in these Scandinavian countries. At least one leading expert thinks so. Marion Forgatch supervised a nationwide training of Norwegian parenting educators to implement the Parent Management Training Oregon Model, the best supported clinical treatment for young children with disruptive disorders (Eyberg, Nelson, and Boggs 2008). Although personally opposed to spanking, she told the first co-author that a possible iatrogenic effect of Norway’s spanking ban was not “so much the ban on spanking per se, but disempowerment of parents and [the] mistaken notion that they can’t set any negative sanctions for problematic behavior” (M. Forgatch, personal communication, April 18, 2007). This suggests that spanking bans may undermine appropriate parental discipline if spanking is not replaced with alternative disciplinary tactics that are effective for defiant children as well as easily managed children.

Some have wondered how spanking bans could have such a large effect. One possibility is that more forceful disciplinary tactics are necessary to enforce cooperation with milder disciplinary tactics, especially for temperamentally difficult children. Studies by Roberts (Bean and Roberts 1981; Roberts and Powers 1990) showed that that a forceful back-up was necessary for most clinically defiant 2- to 6-year-olds to cooperate with time out, which in turn was essential for the effectiveness of behavioral parent training. Similarly, Larzelere et al. (1998) showed that disciplinary reasoning was effective with 2- and 3-year-olds only when it was enforced with nonphysical punishment at least 10 percent of the time (time out or privilege removal). Thus more forceful disciplinary tactics are sometimes necessary to get adequate cooperation with milder tactics (Larzelere, Cox, and Mandara 2013). If too many forceful tactics are outlawed or discouraged, milder disciplinary tactics may become ineffective, especially with temperamentally difficult children, who are most likely to become perpetrators of criminal assaults when they get older.

Larzelere and Johnson (1999) speculated that the decreased support for mild spanking (Statistics Sweden 1996) may have increased the risk for escalating parental frustration in difficult disciplinary episodes, thereby accounting for the apparent increase in physical child abuse by 1994. The decreasing approval of alternative nonphysical consequences may have further exacerbated parental frustration when oppositional children are defiant. These issues need to be addressed objectively for spanking bans to achieve their desired goal of reducing societal violence. Social scientists need more discriminating scientific evidence about spanking and alternative disciplinary consequences to provide sound disciplinary recommendations to parents and to provide informed input on related policies and laws (Larzelere and Baumrind 2010; Larzelere and Kuhn 2005). Otherwise, Western societies may inadvertently be undermining appropriate parental authority in their well-intentioned efforts to oppose authoritarian parenting and child abuse.
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